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ABSTRACT 

Products are extensively purchased from e-commerce website 

nowadays by consumers. Users review the product and submit 

it but these reviews are in bulk so it makes it difficult for the 

consumer who is willing to buy the product to decide whether 

to buy or not. A technique which extracts the product features 

from the huge review corpus is needed to bring forth this 

problem.  To make a good purchase decision it is important to 

extract best opinion features. Features are going to be 

extracted from the online reviews.  In this paper we proposed 

a novel approach to extract the best opinion features. Intrinsic, 

Extrinsic Domain Relevance & feature clustering is used to 

extract best opinion features. Proposed system performance is 

evaluated by testing the system inputting different datasets. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Reviews, forum discussions, blogs, and micro-blogs on the 

web are responsible for growing information to huge extent 

and it is used to select the best product using best reviews 

from this huge corpus. Decision making task is easily done by 

the conceiving the opinions of the users about the product. 

Opinions reflect our behavior, which central to almost all 

human activities. Users often tend to check the opinions and 

reviews of other consumers in order to make the purchase 

decision about the product. In the real world, businesses and 

organizations are keen to know consumer or public opinions 

regarding their products and services. Most of the opinion or 

sentiments are conveyed in the textual form and analyzing 

those reviews is a big deal. Opinion mining and sentiment 

analysis are the terms used to represent the analysis of these 

opinions. Sentiment analysis is the computational research of 

people’s opinions, sentiments and attitude conveyed in text. 

The opinion mining is the expansion of data mining which 

utilize natural language processing methods in order to extract 

people’s opinion from the World Wide Web. Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) domain is the new area of 

interest for researchers for opinion mining. 

Domain experts determine the QoS features (or parameters) 

those are used by Quality of service approaches. Those 

parameters can be domain free, like availability, security, cost 

as well as field specific like potency for weather services and 

precision for traffic services. Some web service providers 

make related information, such as the security level & 

supplication fee, available to users or some users or third 

party agents may run tests & gather QoS values, like for 

availability & reliability. On these are two resources the 

evaluation of QoS features is depending. To construct & judge 

the non-functional characteristics of a web service Quality of 

Service has been widely used. Distinctive QoS features 

consists reliability, response time, and security. In this a novel 

approach for extracting domain-related QoS features, ranking 

those extracted features based on their interestingness, 

evaluating the value of these features via sentiment analysis 

on user reviews QoS  plays an essential role in various web 

service management tasks, like choosing a service that meets 

both the functional and non-functional requirement specified 

by a user.  

There are few limitations of these approaches like features 

which are predefined not always constitute what the users are 

concerned in. Next it is limited to rely on the QoS information 

published by service providers, which may be deceptive, or 

depend on the testing result in a particular time period. Hence 

we propose to analyze the reviews provided by the other users 

or consumers of the product on the web services and extract 

the QoS features in which users are truly interested in. 

Sentimental orientation towards a QoS feature, i.e., whether 

the review is positive or negative is learned instead of 

quantifying the QoS values as in the traditional methods. 

2. RELATED WORK 
This section gives detailed information of the existing systems 

for feature based extractions for web services. The results of 

dynamic adjectives, semantically oriented adjectives, & 

hierarchical adjectives on predicting subjectivity are studied 

in [1]; they proposed a monitored classification system to 

predict sentence subjectivity. To classify whole movie 

reviews into positive or negative sentiments [2] propose three 

machine learning techniques naive Bayes, maximum entropy, 

and support vector machines. They found that standard 

machine learning techniques gives better results than human-

generated baselines. Wilson et al. [3] present an technique to 

predict the contextual sentiments at the phrase level by 

applying machine learning   techniques on a collection of 

feature factors. To identify significant product features from 

online consumer reviews authors in [4] suggested an aspect 

ranking algorithm based on the probabilistic regression model. 

Various approaches have been derived to educe opinion 

features in opinion mining. Supervised learning model may be 

set to work well in a given domain, but the model must be 

trained if it is applied to different domains [5], [6]. 

Unsupervised natural language processing (NLP) techniques 

[7], [8], [9] discover opinion features by defining domain-

independent rules that acquire the dependence purpose and 

local context of the feature terms. However, rules do not work 

well on conversational real-life reviews, which miss formal 

structure. Topic modeling approaches can exploit coarse-

grained and generic topics, which are really semantic feature 

clusters of the specific features commented on explicitly in 

reviews [10], [11]. Current corpus statistics methods try to 

pull out opinion features by mining statistical patterns of 
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feature terms only in the present review corpus, without 

looking their distributional characteristics in various corpus 

[12], [13]. 

The model that can employ the relationship among object 

features, positive opinions and negative opinions is explained 

in [14]. It collectively extracts these three types of expressions 

in a mixed way. The linguistic structure information can be 

naturally developed into model representation, which 

furnishes more semantic dependency for output labels. With 

this framework, they look into the chain structure, conjunction 

coordinate and syntactic tree structure for review mining. For 

review mining Skip tree CRF (new unified model) is 

proposed. But this does not cluster the associated object 

features to render more brief review summary. [14]A new 

technique for predicting contextual sentiments at the phrase 

level by employing machine learning methods on different 

feature factors is proposed in [15]. In [16] introduced a 

integrative matrix-space model for phrase-level sentiment 

analysis. One of the advantages of the proposed approach is 

that by learning matrices for words, the model can deal 

unseen word till the component unigrams have been learned. 

A two-level emotional reasoning approach was proposed to 

copy the integration of conscious & unconscious reasoning to 

address word-level sentiment analysis tasks [17]. 

In [18], Quality of Experience (QoE) parameters were 

extracted from analyzing user reviews. It uses POS tagging to 

identify frequent nouns in reviews as potential QoE features. 

Similar nouns are aggregated and grouped into clusters using 

semantic lexicon, such as SentiWordNet. Representative 

nouns in each cluster are selected as QoE Parameters. This 

work is most close to our work as it also exploits user reviews 

as the input for quality feature extraction from services. The 

difference lies in the way of extracting the features and the 

extraction result. Instead of choosing frequent nouns, our 

approach extracts features that are associated with user 

sentiment orientation towards a service. By seamlessly 

integrating feature extraction with sentiment analysis, our 

approach is able to extract better features that are more 

relevant to the quality aspects of services while being more 

indicative of users’ positive or negative opinions. Our 

experimental results clearly justify the effectiveness of our 

approach. Feature extraction from user reviews has also been 

investigated in natural language processing and machine 

learning [19], [20], [21]. Most of these approaches rely on 

POS tagging [19], association rule mining [19], unsupervised 

[20], or semi-supervised learning over unlabeled data [21] for 

feature extraction. In contrast, our approach adopts a 

supervised learning strategy that extracts quality attributes, 

performs sentiment analysis, and assigns sentiment orientation 

to the quality attributes using a single integrated model. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
The proposed system uses IEDR method and feature 

clustering in order to extract frequent and infrequent features 

from the online review corpus which will help the customer in 

making good purchase decision of product. Extraction of 

features is done in two main steps: candidate feature 

extraction and IEDR and feature clustering. Name of the 

product and entry page for reviews of the product is the input 

to the system. The output is the valid opinion features. 

 

Fig.1. Architecture 

In this architecture user select reviews from either internet in 

the form of html file or from local system text file. For sorting 

nouns, noun phrases, or adjectives POS tagging is applied on 

the collected reviews. Logistic regression base technique is 

used.  For obtaining domain review corpus, sentence 

segmentation is done. Then for each extracted candidate 

feature calculate IDR, this calculated IDR represents the 

statistical connection of the candidate to the given domain 

corpus, and EDR, which indicate the statistical relevance of 

the candidate to the domain-independent corpus. Feature 

clustering method with k-means algorithm is also applied for 

all candidate features for extracting infrequent candidate 

features. Then extracted features by IDER and feature 

clustering can be count as the valid opinion feature. 

3.1 Algortihm 

3.1.1 Calculation of Intrinsic and Extrinsic 

domain relevance 
Input: Domain specific/Independent corpus 

Output: Domain relevance score (IDR/EDR) 

1) For each candidate feature in corpus C calculate Wij. 

2) Calculate standard deviation si . 

3) Calculate Dispersion dispi . 

4) Calculate Deviation deviij . 

5) Calculate Domain relevance drij. 

3.1.2 Identification of opinion features using 

IEDR 
Input: Domain Review corpus R and Domain independent 

corpus D 

Output: A validated list of opinion features. 

1) Find candidate features. 

2) For each candidate feature calculate intrinsic domain 

relevance idri on review corpus R. 

3) For each candidate feature calculate extrinsic domain 

relevance edri on domain independent corpus D. 

4) Candidate features with idr score greater than threshold 

value and edr score less than another threshold are conformed 

as opinion features. 

5) Calculate Domain relevance drij . 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To test the proposed system performance we are collecting the 

reviews from different website for different products. 

Products in these sites have a large number of reviews. For 

each product, reviews are first crawled and downloaded. The 

review document is cleaned to remove the html tags. 
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Preprocessing is done on the review document in order to 

obtain the text review document. Then, in the review 

document which is used to generate candidate features. After 

that, IEDR and feature clustering is applied to the extracted 

candidate features. To evaluate the discovered features our 

system performance is evaluated against precision versus 

recall. To evaluate the effect of corpus size on feature 

extraction, the systems F-measure performance versus the size 

of domain review corpus is used. 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison Graph 

The experimental results are obtained in the form of precision, 

recall and F-measures. The experimental results show the 

effectiveness of our proposed approach. Proposed system is 

compared with existing approaches. The IEDR along with 

feature clustering approach is used to compare with all other 

previous approach of feature extraction. Fig 2 depicts the 

comparison of IDR, EDR and our proposed IEDR which 

shows that the performance of proposed system is better than 

the existing systems. 

Table. 1 Comparison of IEDR, IDR and EDR 

Recall & 

Precision IEDR IDR EDR 

0.1 0.96 0.92 0.90 

0.2 0.95 0.93 0.88 

0.3 0.95 0.91 0.85 

0.4 0.93 0.89 0.84 

0.5 0.92 0.88 0.83 

0.6 0.91 0.85 0.81 

0.7 0.89 0.83 0.79 

0.8 0.85 0.81 0.77 

0.9 0.83 0.78 0.76 

1 0.81 0.77 0.75 

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 
A new approach for feature extraction based on intrinsic and 

extrinsic domain relevance is proposed in this paper which 

helps the user in getting better review about the product and 

allowing him to make a good purchase decision.The proposed 

system performance is tested on various datasets. IEDR 

identify candidate features that are domain specific to the user 

domain. Selection of domain-independent corpus in terms of 

its size and topic reflects the quality of the work. It is found 

that domain-independent corpora of similar size but topically 

different from the given review domain will yield better 

results. The results obtained shows that IEDR extract the 

features more precisely as compare to the existing system. For 

future work the system can be enhanced by investigating new 

opinion mining algorithms which will utilize the IEDR 

extracted opinion features to summarize online reviews of 

products. 
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